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P B 3 W  P O RTA B L E 
SOCIAL DISTANCING SCREENS

Instant privacy anywhere with these sturdy and featherlight protective screens.
Upgrade desk and seating space to social distancing areas with portable pop-up barriers. These 
sturdy and featherlight protective screens are a quick and easy solution for instant privacy anywhere.

For a fast and simple way to create workspaces that conform to social distancing, the new PB Series is ideal. 
Constructed from 100% recyclable high-tech polypropylene panels, they’re super tough, ultra light and 
simple to clean with just soap and water. Choose from two convenient heights, both offering a four-panel 
concertina action that expands instantly to create a private barrier. Our new Livehinge™ construction means 
panels freely fold back and forth without old style mechanical hinges that can wear down and are difficult to 
clean thoroughly. 

Both sizes are available in black, grey and blue to meet a range of requirements such as webcam 
background editing. 

Great for preventing contact in a shared space like offices, factories or public areas. The PB series are 
carry-anywhere and deploy instantly to give privacy and act as a barrier whenever you need. They can be 
packed down flat when stored so minimal space is needed and are easy to keep sanitized thanks to the 
textured polypropylene surface.

2 SIZES & 3 COLOURS 
TO CHOOSE FROM
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PB-3W Protective Screen
SPECIFICATIONS

PB-3W-BLUE     
Protective Screen
2285mm x 1575mm
Blue

PB-3W-GREY
Protective Screen
2285mm x 1575mm
Grey

PB-3W-BLACK     
Protective Screen
2285mm x 1575mm
Black

CO M PAC T  A N D  P O RTA B L E
The concertina design allows panels to fold back and forth meaning they can be 

packed down flat for easy transportation and storage.

Also available in Red, Silver and Stone Grey as a custom request.
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PB-3W-MINI Protective Screen
SPECIFICATIONS

PB-3W-BLUE-MINI     
Protective Screen
1560mm x 1130mm
Blue

PB-3W-GREY-MINI
Protective Screen
1560mm x 1130mm
Grey

PB-3W-BLACK-MINI   
Protective Screen
1560mm x 1130mm
Black

CO M PAC T  A N D  P O RTA B L E
The concertina design allows panels to fold back and forth meaning they can be 

packed down flat for easy transportation and storage.

Also available in Red, Silver and Stone Grey as a custom request.


